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Abstract: The Cuban government's encouragement of tourism partly reflects
Cuba's need for foreign capital made necessary by the decades-long blockade

levied against the country by the United States. Ironically, progressive support of
Cuba manifested in this travel is undermining Cuba's struggle against racism and
patriarchy. In this article the authors examine how, under the guise of supporting

a socialist country, tourism has become an embargo-era means of upholding

inequalities. The authors open up the discourse of the romance with the Cuban
revolution that many progressives play out in their imaginations and a Cuban
nationalist discourse, both of which make it difficult to talk openly about internal

hierarchies. This becomes another privilege of tourists, in adopting closed

discourses on Cuban nationalism, as they do not have to live with the realities that
extend from colonization and the U.S. occupations, or the present day policies that

produce social inequalities for many Cubans. The authors conclude with

suggestions of ways that progressive delegations can break rather than re-inscribe
patterns of domination.
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. . .the map to a new world is in the imagination,
in what we see in our third eyes, rather than in

the desolation that surrounds us now. -

(Kelley, 2002:2-3)

people affiliated with the Committees of Correspondence, a

I people recently
communistcommunist
based organization
affiliatedthatreturned
was founded
basedbyorganization
Manning Marable,
from with Cuba the where that Committees was I founded traveled of by with Correspondence, Manning a delegation Marable, of a

Charlene Hunter, Angela Davis, and other Black and white communists who left
or were kicked out of the Communist Party in the early 1990s.* It did my spirit
good to be in a location where being part of a socialist group with communist ties
opened doors. In my travels and study in Brazil, Mexico, and South Africa - even
in progressive contexts in those countries - I had never before felt the welcome
that a socialist-communist affiliation brought in Cuba. At the same time, I have
never experienced such a layering of contradictions as I did traveling there. These
mind-splitting contradictions speak volumes to the important question raised by

humanitarian aid scholar, Angela Raven-Roberts: where do issues of race and
power manifest themselves globally and how are these issues often veiled or
encoded in other terms (2001)?

In this article we present three anecdotes from my recent trip to Cuba that
illuminate ways that privilege and domination manifest themselves in the tourist

industry. We draw upon these anecdotes in the tradition of qualitative

sociologists, critical race legal theorists, and multiracial feminist theorists, whose
analyses of power and capitalism are often revealed in their description of specific,

embodied scenes (Blee, 1991; Collins, 1998; Du Bois, 1903; Ferber, 1988;
Matsuda, 1996; Moraga & Anzaldúa, 1983; Rollins, 1985; Romero, 1997;

Williams, 1991). These three anecdotes spring from oppressive demonstrations
of power, control and white supremacist practices rooted in Spanish colonization,

subsequent US occupations, and the embargo (1963-present). When viewed

together, these scenes reflect dangerous ways in which tourism undermines Cuban
economic strategies, supports prostitution, and undercuts Afro-Cubans' struggles
against racism. Under the guise of supporting a socialist country - and often in
the name of progressive politics - tourism has become an embargo-era means in
which white supremacy and patriarchy are upheld.

The history of the external domination of Cuba set the stage for racism

and sexism that are currently being reinscribed through a dramatic surge in
tourism (from the 1990s and continuing). While this escalation has come from

tourists across the globe, our primary focus in this article is US tourism in Cuba.
This surge reflects Cuba's need for U.S. dollars since it is close to impossible to
obtain crucial supplies, mainly technological and medical, without U.S. money.
The influx also reveals progressives' long standing affiliation with, respect for,
and romance with the Cuban Revolution. In fact, there has long been a symbolic
umbilical cord between Cuba and progressives outside of Cuba.

The emotional, psychic and political connections between progressives
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and Cuban history and culture are multiple. As novelist and scholar Andrea

O'Reilly Herrera writes, "Cuba has become a kind of real and imagined place or
space. . .the object of imagination and desire" (2001:xxix). Cuba is the home of a
rich Afro-Cuban culture - Santería, the Rumba, jazz, hip-hop, folk music, and art

infused with African symbolism. This creativity has both been a source of
spiritual and political sustenance in Cuba and has resonated deeply with what
historian and cultural theorist Robin Kelley has termed the "Black radical
imagination" (2002). Cuban exile Rafael Saumell writes, "...the true Cuban

democratic revolution occurred in music. One might compare it to the freedom
African American musicians enjoyed in creating the jazz tradition, as opposed to
the freedom they lacked at a time when civil rights were nonexistent for them"

(2001:12).

Cuban-U.S. political ties also reflect progressives' admiration for early

achievements of the Cuban Revolution. In 1961 the Cuban people reduced

illiteracy from 74% to close to zero with an each-one, teach-one campaign that
remains unparalleled. For those activists in the U.S. concerned with literacy, from
those who founded liberation schools in the 1960s to those who have worked on

literacy campaigns in rural and urban areas since, the Cuban literacy movement

has long been a model. Cuba is a country that boasts no homelessness, no

malnutrition, universal health care and education. The country has earned the
right to such pride even as it struggles with the reality that many people do not
have the money to buy aspirin and other simple necessities.
Cuba is also the home for over 90 U.S. political exiles including Assata
Shakur, a former Black Panther caught in the COINTELPRO snare in the early
1970s who, in 1979, was freed from prison and was able to find safe haven in

Cuba (Cleaver, 2001:125; James, 2003, 115; Perkins, 2000). For prison activists

in the U.S. Assata Shakur' s escape from prison remains a proud achievement,
particularly since New Jersey governor Christine Todd Whitman's 1998 attempt

to extradite Shakur was unsuccessful. All those achievements and more are now

long standing and have been institutionalized, despite U.S. attempts to undermine
these humanistic goals at every turn.

The place Cuba has earned in the U.S. progressive public imagination is
a key reason for the rise in Cuban tourism. This influx is what Jorge Fornet,
Director of the Center for Literary Research, a government institute in Havana,

has called a "real invasion from Berkeley, Duke, Tulane, Harvard" (Lawrence

2000: A46). Delegations have been sponsored by state legislators, Cross-Cultural

Solutions, the Cuba Outreach Program, Global Exchange, church groups, lay

groups, and community groups. This industry is a small but important antidote
to the U.S. embargo (although it remains another twisted version of the NAFTA
imposed dynamic that has made it much easier to trade consumer goods across
borders while making it harder - often to the point of risking one's life - for those
who make the goods to travel to the U.S).
Tourist travel to Cuba brings capital to the country but also carries with

it economic and skin privilege that, in often unexamined ways, mediates

consciousness. Many tourists have the privilege to continue the romance with the
Cuban Revolution without confronting how U.S. imperialism has shaped Cuban
options. The privileges that white supremacy has endowed many progressives

traveling to Cuba from the U.S. and Europe has allowed many to sideline
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conversations around internal conflicts in Cuba. White Cubans' privilege - much
of which is unnamed - certainly does little to undermine white tourists' privilege.
In fact, white Cuban privilege can easily justify white tourists' racial domination

when they see whiteness upheld in the name of socialism in Cuba. Tourists'

investment in preserving their image of a socialist country blurs their ability to see
racist, sexist, and heteronormative practices.

The term "progressive" itself can be manipulated to encode white

supremacy, as it is used under the idea that one is for positive and active change
within a specific realm of space, but what constitutes positive change can be vague

and misleading. The potentially misleading nature of adopting a title to one's

intentions, such as "progressive" or "liberal" may allow for a person's privileges
to implicitly operate, which prevents them from understanding their power. The
term "progressive" can even relieve them of the responsibility for the racism they
reinscribe as a tourist. Anne Braden, in The Wall Between , affirms that many
white Americans, who call themselves liberals, operate their privileges to "develop
a gradualist approach because they think that when a step is taken too fast it
inflames the passions of those who oppose" change (1958:293). She contends that
"liberal" is a broad term that can cover those who oppose oppression to those who
oppose oppression in certain circumstances, usually when it would not affect their

privileged way of life. Therefore, a careful consideration around the way

privileges operate under the guise of "progressive" or "liberal" politics is necessary
to combat the contradictions that tourists in this industry bring to their idealized
image of Cuba.

Story One

It is New Year's Eve, 2000 and a big party has been planned at a Havana
hotel where the Committees of Correspondence delegation and other tourists,
mostly from the U.S. and Europe, are staying. Among the elaborate plans for the
party are tables and tables of food, already conspicuous consumption in a country
that, a decade ago, in the Special Period, had to reduce a family's allotment of
rice, beans, and other food essentials so substantially that the average citizen lost
between ten and twenty pounds. Cubans tend to be a lean, proud people who are
careful not to waste and are cognizant, in a bodily way, of the impact of upholding
socialist values in a world bent on capitalist accumulation. I see tables of food and
tourists who are, seemingly, joyful. Cubans, including a busload of Cuban workers
asked to work this special event, are working the New Year's Eve shift away from
their families. And then I see the coup-de-grace, a six-foot high, domed display
of food at the center of each table complete with big, red, whole-bodied lobsters.
Dozens of lobsters are dangling on these displays for all to see, to enjoy, to smile
at. My stomach turns.
All lobster and beef are prohibited for the general population of Cuban
citizens. Lobster and beef are considered luxury items. Lobsters - decadence on

display on New Year's Eve - are plentiful at this celebration where all of the

visible workers, the people at the front desk and the wait staff, are light-skinned
while the women cleaning the rooms are several shades darker. Lobsters are on
display and the hotel' s hiring practices reflect colorism as our delegation spent the
week being driven around in big, cushiony, air-conditioned, media-stocked buses.
We were driven from place to place while we passed, on every street, lines and
lines of people, young and old, people in pressed shirts and work clothes, waiting
for the bus, packed to overflowing with people. They were waiting for old buses,
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way too-full buses, waiting, in line, in groups, on street corners, typically for one
and sometimes two hours each day.

The contradictions are multiple when tourists who travel to Cuba to

support a socialist country then eat the very foods - in front of Cubans - that
Cubans, for politically sound reasons, do not eat. The history of the logic behind
such prohibitions reveals why eating lobster and beef flies in the face of supporting

Cuban strategies of maintaining economic autonomy. This history of food
prohibition has its origins during the Spanish colonization. Cuba's emergence

with its sugar production in the North American trade market, in the nineteenth

century, became increasingly more demanding as the market became more

profitable. Louis A. Perez Jr., in On Becoming Cuban : Identity , Nationality , and
Culture , documents how "Cuban success was very much derived from a strategy

of specialization: production for export at the expense of production for

consumption, increasingly to the exclusion of other products, eventually to the

exclusion of other markets" (1999:17). The revenue that accrued from Cuba's

exports, such as sugar and then later lobster, various other seafood products, beef,
citrus fruits, and many dairy products trumped the food preferences and choices
of general Cuban individuals and families.

Though most Cubans go without eating lobster, today the revenue from
exporting more than 10,000 tons of lobster to Japan, France, Spain, and Canada
allows Cuba to import 20 tons of powdered milk yearly for the equally distributed

and rationed consumption of the population (Castro 1988). In a 1988 speech
given to the Cuban people, President Fidel Castro made specific reference to

certain compromises that had to be made within the food distribution industry
since the embargo against Cuba. Castro stressed, "We can say that lobster is not

part of the Cuban diet, but our children do not have rickets; we do not have

children starving to death. Every child in this country drinks a liter of milk daily,
which is why Cuba today is one of the healthiest countries in the world" (1988).

Cuba is a country that has had to make due with the situation that is
imposed upon them, a country whose people take pride in many of the choices they
have had to make for the betterment of all Cubans. This is a counter ideological
practice to that of the structure of capitalism that creates and sustains poverty,
hunger, malnutrition, illiteracy, etc. Capitalism prides itself on world economic
power. Maintaining oppression becomes the means for sustaining the wealth of
the dominant few, whereas socialism takes pride in bringing up communities
together as a whole in the attempt to foster a more egalitarian society. According
to this socialist logic, giving up the pleasure of consuming part of an expansive
lobster industry in Cuba, for the sake of importing other products that would feed
and nourish more bodies, is the pride of the Cubans. Eating lobster, then, becomes

the privilege of those tourists who sit at tables with elaborately constructed

centerpieces of that sweet meat and other prohibited food exports.

Story two
I am visiting Old Havana with three others from the delegation - a white,
long-time communist activist, a white divorce lawyer from New York, an African

American female professor from Vassar, and me, a white US born female
professor. We have met a twenty-two-year-old Afro-Cuban whose English is

probably as good as my Spanish. We eat and see the sites together. He reminds
me a lot of my twelve-year-old Black son- sweet, tall and thin, easy with strangers.
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For a split second, the African American woman of the group slips off in search
of a bathroom, just long enough for the Cuban police to swoop in on the young
Afro-Cuban man. They begin to harass him, demand his identification papers,
and assume that he had been bothering us, no matter what we say to the contrary.

Obviously, the police had been watching us, probably assuming that the
Afro-Cuban young man and the Black (American) woman were related and both

Cuban. Once the Black woman stepped away, our group became three white
Americans and one Afro-Cuban man. We witness racial profiling on this

gorgeous winter day. They are harassing him, getting ready to put him in the
police car. I am unable to stop any of this frightening affair with my limited

Spanish. Finally, an Afro-Cuban woman and her family approach the police.

Thinking quickly on her feet, this woman tells the police that this young man is
her relative. She argues with the light skinned, olive-skinned, and then darkskinned police officers insisting that they are practicing racial profiling. Finally,
the police give the young man back his identification. The family who intervened
does not want to explain it all to us. They wanted to spend a pleasant weekend day
as a family. We go off shaken. I think, silently, that it is lucky that I had decided
not to take my U.S.-raised-of-Trinidadian-descent son with me to Cuba.
Had we intervened with the police in the United States as much as we did

in Cuba, we might have been arrested or harassed ourselves. In Cuba, the

discussion did eventually turn the scene around. Regardless, the police policy is
all in the name of tourism. Protecting the tourists. Protecting the white people.

Audre Lorde (1988) has long asked, what is being done in your name? In my

name, for the sake of the flow of capital, at my son's, this young Cuban's expense?
When a few of us asked one of the key officials who works with Ricardo Alarcon

(the President of the Cuban National Assembly of People's Power) about this

incident and racial profiling in general, she said that some of the Cuban police are
young and insufficiently trained. But, she explains, they soon learn that such

practices are unacceptable. Her response becomes another version of

neoconservative individualism that continues to deny state-sanctioned racism in

the Cuba and the United States. These racist practices are intimately tied to

Cuba's history of colonialism. Its history continues to be relived though modern

bodies.

Cubans continue to live, prosper, and struggle with the history of their
ancestors and their ancestor's ancestors. James Baldwin contends,
The great force of history comes from the fact that we carry it within us,

are unconsciously controlled by it in many ways, and history is literally
present in all that we do. It could scarcely be otherwise, since it is to
history that we owe our frames of reference, our identities, and our

aspirations (1998:321).

It is this living history of all Cubans and those whose predecessors have enacted
imperial projects upon Cuba that continue to influence ideological assumptions of
white supremacy. Thus, white European and American tourists traveling in Cuba
today, extend from a lineage of hegemonic notions of privilege and power that
they may continue to foster, consciously and unconsciously, within the postcolonial context of socialist Cuba. Cubans, also carrying their colonial history of
injustices, may continue to harbor not only the awareness of historic struggles but
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also a deep-set oppression that was implemented and augmented by colonial

forces.

Frantz Fanon, in Black Skin White Masks (1967), intimately describes the
internalized oppression of colonized individuals and communities that takes its
form in the young child, with the encounters and identifications of colonial texts

produced through the scope of whiteness. In the process of the id and ego's

development from infant to adolescent, the child looks outward to seek images that
s/he can identify with, however, the images that the child mirrors have been
influenced or constructed through a white colonial lens that is imbedded with
ideologies of power, through which social oppressions manifest. Therefore, if
Cubans identify with images from imperial sources (from Spain or the US), they
may inadvertently identify with a white man's perception of the colored "other"
that has colonized them (or aimed to Americanize them) - a hateful, unloving,
devastating identification.

The core of racial oppression is a more traumatic and destructive whole-

bodied process than a superficial discourse of oppression would have one
comprehend. The child, within her/his colonized society, has the alarming

potential to grow up despising its difference apart from the dominant colonial
forces, in turn emulating white supremacist practices against themselves and their
people. It is these attitudes that have benefited the cause of white supremacy
during Cuba's colonial past, that structure the individual's mind to carry out its
own destruction; a practice to colonize the souls of natives.
When witnessing a case of racial profiling in the twenty-first century of
an Afro-Cuban by Cuban police, in the name of catering to and protecting white

tourists, we see how history lives within us and is passed down through the

generations. Moreover, we see the extent to which oppression is a corruption of
the entire personhood as one has the potential to adopt practices of racism and
white supremacy that inadvertently carry out the desires and interests of those who

hold global economic power, bell hooks, in Talking Back : Thinking Feminist

Thinking Black , speaks to the adoption of racist practices by people of color on
people of color explaining that,
'White supremacy' is a much more useful term for understanding the

complicity of people of color in upholding and maintaining racial
hierarchies that do not involve force (i.e. slavery, apartheid). . ..The term
'white supremacy' enables us to recognize not only that black people are
socialized to embody the values and attitudes of white supremacy, but
that [people of color] can exercise 'white-supremacist control' over other

black people (1989:113).
Using the term "white supremacy" not only signifies the agency from which these
practices extend. It may also allow a conscious spectator of racist practices and
contradictions in a socialist context to connect the adoption and internalization of

white supremacist values and attitudes to Cuba's colonial history.

It is this colonial history, embedded in Cubans, Spaniards, and
Americans, that becomes apparent in the demonstrations of racism, power and
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privilege within the present day Cuban context. It is this colonial history coupled

with the contact and negotiations with a growing global capitalism that sustains
those vexed contradictions. They are being observed in the socialist country, that
had focused intentions on the advancement of all its people who are now forced
to compromise with that global capitalism in a way that caters to white American

and European tourists and feeds into white supremacist practices.

Story Three
I am sitting at the hotel pool as one young beautiful Black Cuban woman
after the next comes in with an old white man - from the U.S. or Europe - his paid

date, her current employment. She is responding to his conversation in English
that is much better than his Spanish. When asked, the two male tour guides and
translators for our delegation tell us that prostitution and jineterismo (hustling) are
a consequence of an individual's "bad values" and "her/his obsession with cash."
For years, European and American men have supported the prostitution of Cuban
women and children. The male tourists indulge in paid sex (with men, women
and children) while many prostitutes and jineteros/as are actually professionals
who turn to prostitution/hustling since they cannot support their families with the

wages they can earn "honestly" (Facio, 1998-1999). The indulgence of the male
tourists is in sharp contrast to the deprivations many Cubans experience that have

been exacerbated by the embargo.
The tour guides' explanations obscure racism and sexism as they classify

prostitutes as "not proper women." Simultaneously, the explanations render
invisible the history of colonialism underlying the indulgence/deprivation
dichotomy. Prostitution of women and children is done in the name of tourism,
while racial profiling continues in the name of tourism as well.

This prostitution/hustling has intimate ties to Cuba's colonial past. Ann
Laura Stoler, in Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power: Race and the Intimate
in Colonial Rule , examines how colonial forces created and managed concubinage
and prostitution as a means of upholding imperial/white power. The past and
present-day prostitution that is practiced in Cuba is demarcated and mediated by
similar colonial strategies that define and reshape borders of gender dominance.
The prostitution industry reinforces the communication of white male supremacy
for the purpose of maintaining a flow of capital through tourism. Stoler recounts
how "creating and securing the European community's borders took on special

significance when cultural, political, and sexual contagions were conjured
everywhere - where European and native sensibilities and desires brushed against
one another as they were borrowed and blurred" (2002:6).

The "sexual contagions" between natives and Europeans were effectively

managed and maintained for the purpose of making colonial categories and
distinctions between the colonizers and colonized, ruler and ruled. Stoler
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continues to give evidence of these strategies, functioning to implement colonial
distinctions between the "dominant" and the "dominated." Stoler writes,

"...concubinage and prostitution across the colonial divide were defined as a

'necessary evil' by white Europeans, as well as the forced and financed
arrangements of domestic and sexual servants" (2002:2). Sexual matters were not
a metaphor for colonial inequalities but "foundational to the material terms in

which colonial projects were carried out" (Stoler, 2002:14). The present day
maintenance of prostitution in Cuba, for European and American tourists,
continues to support Cuba's history of colonialism, while it fuels and disguises the

persistence of racist and sexist practices under the umbrella of white male
supremacy.

The European colonial practice of prostituting Cuban women to white
men operates and functions by virtue of the dominant cultural commodification of
the dark-skinned "other" within dominate white culture. What Karl Marx long

ago called conspicuous consumption and the fetishism of commodities has been

rationalized in the name of tourism in Cuba (Veblen, 1899). This conspicuous
consumption and the fetishizing of Cuban female bodies, by European and
American tourists, extends from those colonial practices, bell hooks, in Black
Looks : Race and Representation , explains,
Commodity culture in the United States exploits conventional thinking
about race, gender, and sexual desires by 'working' both the idea that

racial difference marks one as Other and the assumption that sexual

agency expressed within the context of racialized sexual encounter is a

conversion experience that alters one's place and participation in

contemporary cultural politics( 1992:22).

The commodification of the "other" is a way in which tourism delivers

messages of power, privilege, and white supremacy on a global scale, hooks

writes, "mass culture is the contemporary location that both publicly declares and
perpetuates the idea that there is pleasure to be found in the acknowledgement and

enjoyment of racial difference" (1992:21). It is the dark skin of Afro-Cuban

women that, as hooks states, "becomes spice, seasoning that can liven up the dull
dish that is mainstream white culture" (1992:21).

The commodification of the fetishized colored "other" by European and
American tourists in Cuba exerts implicit notions of global economic power and
white supremacy. It is manifestly not this "other" that has the ability to shape and
reshape representations of her dark skin and ethnicity on a global dominant scale.

These representations, which are commodified in the "cultural market place"

through the scope of whiteness, code the "other" as "holding the secret that will
allow those who venture and dare to break with the cultural anhedonia" through
marking "otherness" as more exciting, more intense, and more threatening (hooks
1992:26). This kind of "transgressive" desire, that a U.S. white culture celebrates,
can deceive the participants/the tourists in Cuba into thinking that they are free

from racism and white supremacist ideology, as they embrace exoticized

representations of the "other." hooks declares,
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Not at all attuned to those aspects of their sexual fantasies that
irrevocably link them to collective white racist domination, they
believe their desire for contact represents a progressive change in
white attitudes towards non whites. (1992:24)

The racist and sexist ideology upheld by many European and American
tourists in Cuba is an ideology that may be weaved with fetishized concepts of
difference and an obsessive romance with Cuban history. This "modernized" form

of white supremacist ideology is encoded in a language of progressive change
which reinscribes European colonial practices of dominance and power. All of
this is at the expense of Cuban women's bodies, at the expense of young AfroCuban men's safety, at the expense of people's need to get to work on reliable,
timely buses. While tourists support prostitution in Cuba, prostitution also
licenses the dominant male leaders of Cuba to uphold sexism at the expense of
Cuban and Afro-Cuban women whose intonations are not as readily authorized

under the voice of command.

Cuban nationalism has made it difficult for Afro-Cubans to talk openly
about racism. Cubans who talk openly about racism run the risk of being identified
as traitors to the revolution. Socialism and the embargo make it hard to talk about
race and power in any substantial way. Tourists coming to Cuba who don't want
to end their romance with a last bastion of socialism make honest conversation
difficult as well. With this dynamic, white dominance is internally reinforced by
Cuban nationalism while it is externally supported by progressive delegations that,

themselves, have not examined their own racial dynamics. The delegation I

traveled with was overwhelmingly white. A few people had to push hard to get a
session about racism and sexism added to the already tight agenda. Only in the
wee hours at the hotel bar and in private conversations with Afro-Cuban bisexual
writers could we begin to broach the complexity of race, gender and sexuality.
Racism hasn't been erased anywhere in the world. Tourists' role in the new Cuban
economy is certainly not changing that reality.

Racist practices in the name of tourism are not a new story (Segrest
2002). The history of the tourist industry in Mexico, Jamaica and Brazil, to name
just a few locations in this hemisphere, speaks to this reality. A history of cross
cultural exchange programs - from Global Exchange, to the Peace Corps, to much
anthropological research - is tainted by cultural imperialism. Prostitution that

pivots on racism and sexism is not a new story. In these and other ways, the
snapshots about Cuba re-enact old stories.

What may be noteworthy about these examples in the Cuban context,
however, is that progressive delegations do, in fact, have some power to break
patterns of domination. We can start by making it clear that we don't need to be
shuttled around in fancy buses while Cuban people must continue to rely upon
older vehicles. We can insist upon traveling with delegations that include people
across race, class, and language lines. A tourist ritual that requires a process of
mummification - where (mostly) white people passively sit on buses while peering

out at the "locals" - is certainly no model for twenty-first century political

activism. Being critical of racism in the Cuban context while traveling to Cuba
with white, owning-class delegations is an untenable contradiction.
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To respond to Angela Raven-Robert's (2001) question about how racial
power globally is veiled or encoded in other terms: racism is encoded in a tourist
framework that escapes the name "imperialism" through the use of the term

"progressive." When Cuba is diametrically imagined as, in the words of Ruth
Behar (1995), "either a utopia or a backward police state" rather than as an

infinitely complex, exciting, damaged, and changing country, it is possible for
U.S. tourists to somehow see ourselves as innocent bystanders, rather than those

imposing our own set of unearned privileges onto the scene. Ultimately,

supporting a socialist state amidst the seemingly relentless spread of capitalism
requires models of behavior and action that transcend our current realities.

Note

* While the "I" in the text and the personal accounts that take place in Cuba refer
to Becky Thompson, the writing of the article was a collaborative effort by Amy
St.Martin and Becky Thompson. We want to thank Professor Diane Harriford for

her many conversations about Cuba, race, and power, and her substantial

contribution to this article. Finally, our thanks to Abby Ferber and Dena Samuels

for making this special issue on privilege possible and for their insightful
suggestions.
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